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Abstract 

Electricity for supplemental lighting is a major cost of year-round crop production, so increasing efficacy of 

lighting is of primary concern to growers. Market opportunities may support projects with high energy use 

intensity, which again highlights the need for energy efficient technologies. In greenhouse production, where 

electric light is supplemented against a broad-spectrum background, only supplemental wavelengths with the 

highest photosynthetic efficiency justify the cost of electric lighting, and plant growth is largely correlated to the 

overall quantity of light received. Any reduction in the quantity of supplemental light, while maintaining 

minimum instantaneous and integrated lighting targets, will coincide with reduced electricity costs for growers. 

Modulating the intensity of supplemental light can be accomplished at high temporal resolution using 

computational control algorithms with intensity modulated LED fixtures. The current research compares the 

accuracy of two lighting control strategies, intensity modulation and binary off/on. Intensity modulation varies 

supplemental light intensity, balancing supplemental against ambient light to meet an instantaneous light intensity 

threshold, while binary control switches lights on at full power. Each strategy is combined with the Lighting & 

Shade System Implementation (LASSI) control algorithm, developed at Cornell University (Albright et al., 2000) 

which was originally developed for binary control of High Intensity Discharge lights. Binary control is expected 

to accurately provide a target DLI, with some overshoot on cloudy days that become sunny. Modulation control 

is expected to precisely meet a minimum threshold DLI while minimizing overshoot of supplemental lighting. 

Networked microcontrollers were set up to control LumiGrow 650e LED fixtures which were deployed in a 

greenhouse for 34 days during winter to compare binary vs. intensity modulation control. Overall, this project 

lays the groundwork for incorporation of additional software into dynamic greenhouse lighting systems.  
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Background & Motivation 

In 1987, the seminal paper “Our Common Future” defined sustainable development as meeting the needs 

of current populations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs (Bruntland, 

1987). Planetary boundary theory extends the original definition of sustainable development by defining a safe 

operating range for the parameters that define the biosphere (Steffen, 2015). The planetary boundary framework 

quantifies the capacity for ecosystems to withstand disturbances within nine categories, including those affected 

by agriculture (climate change, freshwater use, land system change, etc.). Globally, crop production accounts for 

approximately 10% of anthropogenic energy consumption, 30% of greenhouse gas emissions, 69 % of water 

consumption, and the use of 36% of arable land (FAO, 2011; Frenken & Gillet, 2012; Bruinsma, 2017). With the 

world population predicted to reach 10 billion by 2050, we must produce more food using fewer resources (DESA, 

Population Division, 2019). Increasing demand coupled with significant resource constraints calls for increasing 

efficiency in food production. Controlled environment agriculture (CEA) (growing in greenhouses, growth 

chambers, or indoor farms) affords a superior level of integrated environmental controls that can increase the 

efficiency of many cropping systems (Albright & Langhans, 1996) with a focus on high nutrient density foods 

such as vegetables and small fruits. However, some market opportunities, such as demand for fresh, local 

vegetables in mid-winter, support projects with high resource use intensity, and in some cases, local CEA 

production can cost more energy than remote field production (Albright & de Villiers, 2008). Extremely energy 

inefficient indoor crop production (Harbick and Albright, 2016) can be profitable despite the massive cost of 

growing plants under sole-source lighting (exclusively electric light). Just as appropriate combinations of energy 

efficient technologies can incrementally reduce energy requirements for commercial and residential buildings, 

appropriate combinations of energy efficient technologies can incrementally reduce energy requirements for 

controlled environment agriculture (Albright & de Villiers, 2008; Levine et al., 2007). However, rebound effects 

complicate the direct benefits of simply increasing energy efficiency. The environmental rebound effect, also 
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known as the Jevon’s paradox (Jevons, 1865), is defined as a reduction in energy savings from technologies that 

increase energy efficiency, due to increased consumption in response to reduced prices for energy services 

(Vivanco et al., 2016). Unbounded technological development would seemingly create a classic tragedy of the 

commons scenario, with savings from increasing energy efficiency unable to outpace increasing consumption 

(Hardin, 1968). In this view, technological innovations that increase the energy efficiency of food production 

must be coupled with informed policy that considers agricultural resource dynamics in broader social and 

economic contexts, emphasizing the application of appropriate technologies to grow more food with less 

resources (Ostrom, 2002; Orr, 1992). Given that electricity for lighting represents a major input to food production 

in controlled environments, this paper examines the rationale and investigates one possible solution for increasing 

energy efficiency of lighting systems in controlled environment agriculture.  

 

The laws of thermodynamics govern ecosystems, whereas profits govern economies. The advertised 

ecological benefits of indoor agriculture are sometimes misaligned with an accurate accounting of food-system 

energy use (Benke & Tomkins, 2017). For example, a common misperception is that local indoor farming is more 

sustainable than remote field production because it eliminates transportation emissions. Although much produce 

travels over 3000 miles from farm to table, there is undue focus on food miles (Albright & de Villiers, 2008). In 

fact, local production out-of-season requires significant energy inputs for heating and lighting. For indoor farms, 

electricity for lighting can account for 40% of the total energy cost of production (Harbick & Albright, 2016). 

Additionally, plant transpiration presents a significant latent heat load indoors, which requires significant energy 

for ventilation, dehumidification and re-heating of air (Harbick & Albright, 2016). Field agriculture in remote 

locations with temperate climate and high solar resource minimizes the cost of this basic agricultural input. 

Beyond production, oceanic freight and rail transport are extremely efficient. Comprehensive life cycle analysis 

reveals that the production phase accounts for 83% of agricultural emissions, while the transportation phase 
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accounts for only 11% (Weber & Matthews, 2008). For comparison, relatively small reductions in average 

household red meat consumption would reduce emissions more than reductions from localized food production 

and reduced food miles (Weber & Matthews, 2008). Furthermore, it is unlikely that transportation emissions will 

ever be completely negligible. If local production is necessary, then the appropriate use of technology and 

management must fit the given context to justify the allocation of energy resources to CEA production. 

 

Another common misperception is that vertical farming has higher yield per area because of extremely 

high planting densities in multilayer cropping systems (Ziedler, 2013). A false equivalency is drawn between the 

footprint of a vertical farm and the same area of field production. A more accurate basis for comparison of yield 

between systems is canopy area. Assuming equal yields from a single layer, a vertical farm consumes 

approximately twice as much energy as a greenhouse (Harbick, 2016). The operational energy requirements for 

both climate control and lighting scale linearly with the number of plants, so adding additional layers only 

increases the energy requirement. Despite seemingly higher yields per area, vertical farming dramatically 

increases the energy cost per weight of edible biomass (MJ/kg). Furthermore, the fixed cost and embodied energy 

of a vertical farm is an order of magnitude higher per area of canopy than for greenhouses (Ziedler, 2013; Albright 

& de Villiers, 2008). It is simply cheaper to build and operate a larger greenhouse than to increase the number of 

layers in a vertical farm.  

 

Another common misperception is that vertical farms are orders of magnitude more efficient in water and 

fertilizer consumption than field production (Benke & Tomkins, 2017). Agriculture accounts for 70% of water 

consumption in the U.S.; consequently, field agriculture is incorrectly perceived as inefficient with respect to 

water and fertilizer. The role of evaporation and runoff are exaggerated. Depending on the context (crop type, 

climate, soil type, etc.), sub-surface drip irrigation achieves between 20-40% reduction in the crop water 
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requirement compared to surface irrigation (Ayars et al., 2015). Additionally, sub-surface drip irrigation is 

extremely precise and is typically integrated with automated controls which enable cultivation practices that boost 

yield like pre-harvest water stress. With field grown processing tomatoes, pre-harvest water stress achieved 200% 

increase in water use efficiency due to increased yield (Ayars et al., 2015). Biogeochemical flow is defined in an 

absolute sense within planetary boundary theory, with the major contributor to the eutrophication of aquatic 

ecosystems being excess N and P from fertilizer application (Steffen et al., 2015). The use of efficient fertigation 

systems can help maintain the boundary for biogeochemical flows at the global level. Indoor farms often claim 

higher water efficiency because heat and water are removed through dehumidification and then recirculated to 

the root zone (Graamans et al., 2018). However, the latent heat of condensation of water (2.26 MJ/kg) makes this 

process extremely energy expensive (Datt, 2011). After condensation and cooling, the air must be reheated to 

maintain optimal temperatures in the cultivation space, which takes even more energy (Harbick, 2016). Savings 

in water and fertilizer efficiency are offset through high energy costs. 

 

Another common misperception is that the use of renewable electricity justifies energy intensive indoor 

crop production (Benke & Tomkins, 2017). Indirect use of solar energy via renewables to power electric lights is 

possible; however, energy conversion losses limit the fundamental efficacy of electric lighting powered by 

renewable electricity (Bejan et al., 2012). Even the most efficient solid-state lighting devices operate at only 40 

% efficiency (Tsao et al., 2015). Both indoors and in the field, a mature plant canopy can harness light through 

photosynthesis with only 5% efficiency (Bugbee & Salisbury, 1988). Efficiency losses at each stage of the entire 

production system combine to fundamentally limit the efficiency of horticultural lighting powered by renewable 

electricity. Sole-source lighting may not be the best use of renewable energy when direct use of solar energy 

through photosynthesis is available at little cost. Latency also remains a significant challenge with renewable 

production of electricity (Fridley, 2010). Without advances in energy storage technology, continuous operation 
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of indoor farms will depend on electricity sourced from fossil fuels. Depending on the renewable energy source, 

other idiosyncratic inefficiencies are apparent. In the case of photovoltaic electricity, production of energy dense 

crops is a much better use of arable land because plants have evolved to directly metabolize readily available solar 

energy. The area needed to produce the requisite photovoltaic electricity for sole-source lighting far exceeds the 

area required to simply grow the crop in the field (Fridley, 2010). Arable land is a fundamental resource boundary 

defined within planetary boundary theory, and once converted to industrial use, arable land is likely despoiled 

and no longer suitable for field production (Steffen, 2015). Reducing dependence of food systems on fossil fuels 

via renewable energy is imperative; conversely, the use of renewable energy does not justify profligate energy 

consumption when more efficient production technologies are available, i.e. field or greenhouse production that 

takes advantage of photosynthetically available radiation from the sun. 

 

At mid-latitudes in North America, the summer sun delivers a massive quantity of light energy to the 

earth’s surface. The cost to provide the same quantity of electric light would be approximately $700,000 per 

hectare (Pattison et al., 2018). Plants grown without sunlight require electric light, which can represent an 

unreasonable cost burden given that sunlight is freely available in greenhouses and in the field at appropriate 

latitudes (Harbick & Albright, 2016). Yet certain high value crops can support the cost of growing food with 

electric light. The suitability of a crop for controlled environment production can be evaluated by calculating its 

photon cost, or the electricity cost for lighting required to produce a kilogram of yield ($/kg) (Pattison et al., 

2018). A crop’s photon cost is dependent on a its production efficacy, which is the product of canopy photon 

capture, quantum yield (photosynthetic efficiency), plant carbon use efficiency, harvest index, and carbohydrate 

content (Pattison et al., 2018). For example, the photon cost of wheat is approximately four orders of magnitude 

higher than its fresh market price, whereas the photon cost of lettuce is approximately one percent of its fresh 

market price (Pattison et al., 2018). The price of wheat cannot support the energy cost of protected cultivation, 
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whereas the high market price of horticultural specialty crops like lettuce justifies the benefits of controlled 

environment agriculture (superior quality, proximity to market, year-round production etc.). In certain scenarios 

and for certain crops, electric lighting is not the appropriate technology, and the costs of electric lighting must be 

carefully evaluated when assessing the suitability of a crop for controlled environment agriculture. 

 

Controlled environment agriculture includes many different cropping systems that range in production 

efficiency. While tomatoes produced in a Dutch style greenhouse contain more embodied energy by weight than 

chicken (35 and 66 MJ/kg, respectively), high tunnel production of tomatoes achieved 2.8MJ/kg (Carlsson-

Kanyama, et al., 2003; de Villiers et al., 2011). Large scale field production in locations with a high solar resource 

achieves extremely low emissions per fresh weight, and only when appropriate energy efficient technologies are 

combined does local greenhouse production achieve comparably low emissions (Albright & de Villiers, 2008). 

Local greenhouse production of lettuce in the Northeast can achieve the lowest system energy costs when CO2 

enrichment is paired with high efficiency luminaires, automated lighting and HVAC control, and best crop 

management practices (Albright & de Villiers, 2008). Co-generation of heat and power and evaporative cooling 

are other examples of technologies that can enable energy cost parity of local greenhouse production with remote 

field production. However, the efficiency of CEA production is contingent on certain key assumptions, namely 

the use of sunlight and the appropriate use of energy efficient technologies given the context. Evaporative cooling 

technology is cheap and energy efficient but only effective in arid climates and not humid ones and relies on 

ample water availability. Furthermore, common sense management of cropping systems works in growers’ 

interest to minimize costs. For instance, greenhouse production of horticultural specialty crops with a high light 

requirement should only occur when the solar resource can provide the majority of input light energy, i.e. during 

the summer and shoulder seasons. Growers can schedule their production seasonally to reduce their costs. If year-

round production is necessary, then selection of crops with lower light integral requirements is appropriate for 
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the winter months. Agricultural best practices and combinations of energy efficient technologies can 

incrementally reduce energy requirements for local controlled environment agriculture. 

 

In greenhouse production, where electric light is supplemented against a broad-spectrum background, only 

supplemental wavelengths with the highest photosynthetic efficiency justify the cost of electric lighting, and plant 

growth is largely correlated to the overall quantity of light received. Sunlight varies with season, latitude, altitude, 

and local conditions (Ciolkosz, 2008). Effective management of supplemental lighting must balance the quantity, 

quality, and timing of electric lighting against variation of light conditions in the ambient environment. A primary 

goal of any supplemental lighting control is to deliver just enough energy to support optimum growth, while 

wasting no electricity. Intensity of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is expressed in quantum units, or 

photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), which is the number of photons per square meter per second (µmol· 

m-2·s-1). The daily light integral (DLI) (mol· m-2·s-1) is the sum of PPFD occurring in a day and is commonly used 

to express crop specific light requirements. Any reduction in the quantity of supplemental light applied, while 

maintaining minimum instantaneous and integrated lighting targets, will coincide with reduced electricity costs 

for growers. Modulating the intensity of supplemental light can be accomplished at high temporal resolution using 

computational control mechanisms and dimmable LED fixtures.  

 

Supplemental Lighting Efficiency 

By 1962, advances in semiconductor research led to the development of the first red LED, with orange, 

yellow, and green following by 1972 (Holonyak & Bevacqua, 1962; Craford et al. 1972; Groves et al., 1971). It 

was not until 1994, that a high efficiency blue LED was developed following advances in metal-organic vapor 

phase epitaxy, p-type Mg doping of GaN enabled via thermal annealing, and reduction of semiconductor defect 
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density via introduction of InN to GaN synthesis (Pust et al. 2015).  Blue LEDs enabled efficiency gains across 

the visible spectrum through phosphor conversion, where a luminescent phosphor coats a shortwave emitting 

semiconductor, downregulating its radiation to longer wavelengths. These critical advances in semiconductor 

development were preconditions to the prevalence of solid-state lighting, which is an order of magnitude more 

efficient than incandescent and twice as efficient as plasma discharge (Tsao et al., 2015). The luminous efficacy 

(lm/w) of solid-state lighting has steadily progressed over the past two decades. The luminous efficacy of white 

LEDs has reached approximately 72% of their theoretical maximum, with further increases limited by 

fundamental material properties of their constituent elements, losses due to reflection and other electronic 

components (power supply, drivers, etc.) (Haitz & Tsao, 2011) . Predictions vary on the commercial availability 

of the remaining 28% potential luminous efficacy. If the cost of LED components fall below the cost of the fixture, 

then further efficacy gains may be prohibitively expensive in the face of only marginal gains. On the other hand, 

a low fixture cost would ensure that operational cost would dominate a fixture’s lifetime cost, incentivizing further 

gains in luminous efficacy. Unlike plasma discharge lighting, solid-state devices integrate well with 

computational controls, and their power can be modulated quickly without damage to the device. This ease of 

integration brings with it an entirely new feature set, including the digital tuning of the timing, spectral quality, 

and spatial density of LED light output. Indeed, smart control of horticultural lighting offers further production 

efficiency gains by affecting the timing, quality and quantity of electric lighting. 

 

Of primary concern to growers are the costs associated with supplemental lighting, which are largely 

determined by two factors: the lighting fixture efficiency and the plant canopy photon capture (Nelson & Bugbee, 

2014). Plant canopy photon capture is defined as the fraction of photons transferred to the plant leaves (Nelson & 

Bugbee, 2014). Lighting fixture efficiency is a measure of light output per energy input, which can be expressed 

as micromoles of photosynthetically available radiation (PAR) per joule (Nelson & Bugbee, 2014; Both et al., 
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2017). While LEDs are generally perceived as more efficient than traditional luminaires, the most efficient high-

pressure sodium (HPS) lamps can be as efficient as LEDs (Nelson & Bugbee, 2014). For both LED and HPS, 

direct use of electricity is the largest contributor to a fixture's lifecycle carbon emissions (Zhang et al., 2017). 

Many claims are made about the effect of light spectrum on photosynthesis, morphogenesis, and net assimilation; 

however, light quality has a much smaller effect on plant growth than light quantity (Nelson & Bugbee, 2014). 

The quantity of light received by a plant is closely tied to canopy photon capture and therefore leaf area index; 

delivery of supplemental lighting should be precisely synched with plant morphogenesis to maximize its effect 

on yields (Marcelis et al., 2005). Light intensity is positively correlated with plant growth; however, the 

relationship is only linear at low to mid range intensity, with declining incremental growth benefit at higher light 

intensities. The magnitude of the effect diminishes with increasing light intensity and is subject to interactions 

with leaf temperature and CO2 concentration (Marcelis et al., 2005). Light emitting diodes emit light at higher 

intensities than expected from corresponding levels of thermal radiation as predicted by Planck’s law, and so are 

perceived as ‘running cool’ (Bula et al., 1994). However, all light fixtures generate heat proportionally to their 

intensity and efficiency at converting electrons into photons, and high intensity LEDs generate significant 

amounts of heat. Yet in greenhouses, LEDs slightly reduce leaf temperature as compared to HPS (Nelson & 

Bugbee, 2015). This is because solid-state chips emit a larger fraction of heat away from plant canopy through 

convection, whereas HPS fixtures emit heat towards plant canopy as long wave radiation. Adequate temperature 

is necessary for plant growth and development, so increased leaf temperature from radiant energy under HPS 

lighting may promote more growth than under LEDs (Hernandez & Kubota, 2015). In greenhouse environments, 

the benefits of excess heat from supplemental lighting are largely context dependent. High-value fruit with low 

transpiration rates may benefit from reduced temperature, while crops under greenhouse cover in cold climates 

may benefit from increased leaf temperature (Nelson & Bugbee, 2015). In large, single-layer greenhouses, canopy 

area is maximized such that electrically efficient HPS top lighting can achieve very low overall system costs 
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(Gunnlaugsson & Adalsteinsson, 2005). By contrast, in small greenhouses, where aisles and edges take up 

relatively more space, LEDs can be mounted lower, which focuses photons onto the target area more efficiently 

without increasing the temperature, greatly improving plant canopy photon capture. The cultivation method, 

including the specifications of the luminaire (operating temperature, optics), greatly affects the canopy photon 

capture efficiency and the thermal dynamics of the growing environment. In any case, cost benefit analysis of 

supplemental lighting in cold climates must consider the heating fuel cost offset afforded by excess heat from 

luminaires (Dueck et al., 2011; Kubota et al., 2016). The lowest lighting system costs are achieved by combining 

efficient fixtures with improved photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) (Nelson & Bugbee, 2014). Simply 

put, the light must be delivered to the canopy efficiently, so that no light is wasted, and so that the leaves are not 

scorched by heat from the luminaire. 

 

Spectral Effects on Plant Growth 

While canopy photon capture is fundamental to supplemental lighting efficiency, optimization of the spectral 

distribution of supplemental light can further improve the efficiency of biomass production (Poulet et al., 2014). 

However, the effects of light on plant growth and development are species specific, and may interact with other 

parameters of the light environment such as light intensity, photoperiod, etc. For example, spectral distribution of 

light can be used to regulate plant morphogenesis and flowering in many herbaceous crops, while there was no 

significant difference in phytochemical development of Boston lettuce between different light sources (HPS, 

LED, and sunlight) (Runkle & Heins, 2005; Martineau et al., 2012). Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 

describes the wavelengths between 400 and 700 nanometers, however quantum yield varies across this range 

(McCree, 1972). Quantum yield is a wavelength specific measure of photosynthetic efficiency, expressed as 

moles of carbon fixed per mol of photons absorbed (McCree, 1972). Quantum yield peaks in the red and blue 
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spectra where carbon fixation is most efficient, i.e. the least number of photons are required per mol of carbon 

fixed. (McCree, 1972). In greenhouses, where electric light supplements a high intensity background, the 

wavelengths with the highest quantum yield are the most economical because solar radiation provides 

wavelengths that are less electrically efficient (Bugbee, 2016). However, with sole source lighting, the exclusive 

use of the optimal spectra may preclude biotic effects of other bands of light (ultraviolet, green, far-red, near-

infrared). The absolute spectral environment interacts with changes within a narrow bandwidth with respect to 

morphogenesis due to plant photoreceptors (Brown et al., 1995). The integrated product of spectroradiometric 

data from a given light source and the relative quantum yield of photosynthesis provides the yield photon flux 

curve (YPF), a more precise measure of actinic light than PAR (Sager, 1988). The YPF curve attenuates blue and 

amplifies red wavelengths, reflecting photosynthetic efficiency across the actinic spectrum. Measures of 

phytochrome photo-equilibrium describe expected morphogenic and photosynthetic responses of many plant 

species relative to specific spectral environments (Sager, 1988). Where the spectral environment affects 

morphogenesis, any attenuation in leaf area will negatively impact growth, because carbon assimilation is 

positively correlated with radiation capture efficiency, which is dependent on leaf area (Bugbee, 2016). Overall 

radiation capture, or the proportion of light absorbed, has the highest impact on biomass gain. Comparing the 

McCree curve to the wavelength dependent electrical conversion efficiency of LEDs reveals that red light (668 

nanometers) is the most efficient, both photosynthetically and electrically (McCree, 1972; Tennessen et al., 1995). 

 

There is no apparent consensus on the effect of green light on growth and quantum yield. Green light is known 

to penetrate the plant canopy and drive photosynthesis among lower leaves, yet reports have both confirmed and 

denied the null hypothesis on effects of green light on plant growth and quantum yield. (Kim et al., 2004; Snowden 

et al., 2016; Terashima et al., 2009).  Mutual shading changes the spectral distribution of light reaching lower 

leaves, resulting in green light enrichment. In the lower canopy, reductions in light intensity induces leaf 
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senescence more than changes in light quality (Frantz, 2000). Additionally, variance in the quantum efficiency 

across spectra when measured on single leaves at low PPFD over short intervals, may not generalize to whole 

plants or plant communities (Snowden et al., 2016). 

 

Deficiency or excess of blue light is detrimental to plant growth and development. Small fractions of blue 

light are beneficial to plant growth (Massa et al., 2015). Blue light is necessary to prevent shade avoidance 

response in many but not all species, yet excess blue light reduces hypocotyl length, stem length, petiole length, 

and leaf area, which then inhibit radiation capture and growth (Cope et al., 2014). The absolute photon flux of 

blue light, not the blue-red ratio, controls photomorphogenic shade avoidance (Bula et al., 1994). Response to 

blue-red ratios is species specific and dependent on intensity of the solar background (Hernandez & Kubota, 

2015). Combined blue-red sole source lighting induced more plant growth than red light alone (Hernandez & 

Kubota, 2015). While high-intensity blue light can reduce growth, low-intensity blue against a red background 

supported as much growth in Capsicum as a full spectrum light environment and more growth than 

monochromatic red light (Brown et al., 1995). Increased blue fraction of supplemental lighting offers 

morphogenic control in some species, inhibiting stem extension and compactness (Islam et al., 2012). Spectral 

control of morphogenesis can be more energy efficient than a temperature-drop strategy in producing compact 

plants because it requires no ventilation (Islam et al., 2012). 

 

Lighting Targets - Daily Light Integral, Intensity, Photoperiod 

At northern latitudes, where solar radiation is severely limited during the winter months, supplemental lighting 

is necessary to support year-round production. The life cycle energy cost (embodied, direct use, transport) of local 

crops produced out-of-season in the northeast can be much greater than imported field grown crops (Albright & 
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de Villiers, 2008). Direct use of electricity for supplemental lighting can account for approximately half of the 

total energy required to produce a crop (Albright & de Villiers, 2008). Precise control of light quantity and quality 

is necessary to efficiently translate supplemental lighting into increased yields. Daily light integral (DLI), 

intensity and photoperiod are the basic parameters of the quantity of light received. 

 

Light Intensity & Photoperiod 

Light intensity, or photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD), is the number of photons occurring per unit of 

space per unit of time (Thimijan & Heins, 1983; Barnes et al., 1993). Equal integral lighting describes the inverse 

relationship between intensity and photoperiod when DLI is held equal. While plants will respond to average 

irradiance over a given photoperiod, low-irradiance, long-day supplemental lighting can be more 

photosynthetically efficient than high irradiance short-day because of the hyperbolic relationship between light 

intensity and photosynthesis, resulting in lower quantum efficiencies at high intensities (Adams & Langton, 

2005). However, variable electricity pricing favors instead high-intensity, short-duration supplemental lighting 

during the off-peak period. Lights with higher maximum PPFD can deliver more light when electricity is less 

expensive, anticipating tradeoffs between optimized plant quality and electricity prices (Clausen et al., 2015). On 

the other hand, high intensity supplemental lighting at long duration can induce vegetative growth instead of 

generative growth, which, in the case of a fruiting crop, does not support the cost of electricity (Heuvelink et al., 

2005). Night break lighting is low-intensity supplemental lighting for 1 to 4 h applied in the middle of the daily 

dark period associated with a short day; night break lighting has both qualitative and quantitative effects on 

flowering in different species (Adams & Langton, 2005; Runkle & Heins, 2005). 
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Daily Light Integral 

The daily light integral (DLI) is the sum of the light occurring in a day; DLI is measured in mol·m-2·d-1 

(Korczynski et al., 2002). Across the contiguous United States, mean DLI ranges from 5 to 60 mol·m-2·d-1, varying 

with latitude and season (Korczynski et al., 2002). At mid-range to lower light intensities, any reduction in the 

quantity of light will correspond with reductions in yield (Cockshull et al., 1992). Therefore, crop specific DLI 

targets describe precisely the minimum quantity of light needed to optimize time to harvest without wasted 

electricity. For example, lettuce requires at least 17 mol·m-2·d-1 to harvest within 24 days from transplanting (Both 

et al., 1994). Lettuce can withstand relatively small deviations from optimal DLI (17 ± 3 mol·m-2·d-1) over the 

course of 3-days without compromising crop growth (Albright et al., 2000). However, tip-burn in lettuce is a 

physiological condition where high radiation and low transpiration causes calcium deficiency along meristem 

edges (Frantz et al., 2004). Therefore, precise control of both DLI and light intensity is necessary to prevent 

physiological disorders, minimize harvest times, and maximize yield. 

 

Latitude and altitude can be used to predict DLI for a given location via a percentile exceedance value 

calculated from typical meteorological year data (Ciolkosz, 2008). Percentile exceedance is the proportion of days 

in a year that exceed a given DLI value. A statistical model enables DLI predictions for locations with no empirical 

data; however, the model makes assumptions about local conditions and the diffuse fraction of light (Ciolkosz, 

2008). Local conditions producing higher or lower diffuse fractions of light will significantly impact the quantity 

of light reaching plant canopy within a greenhouse. Further analysis is needed to further parameterize DLI 

predictions with respect to local conditions. DLI is the accepted horticultural standard measurement for light 

requirements of a crop. Predicting DLI is necessary for growers to maintain optimum conditions for their crops 

while avoiding excess electricity cost burden. 
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Lighting Control Strategies 

LEDs are solid state devices that afford a high degree of digital integration, which makes them well suited for 

computer controlled, dynamic optimization of supplemental lighting. Dynamic optimization of greenhouse 

systems can be achieved through the integration of greenhouse, crop, and heuristic models into algorithms that 

make control decisions dependent on economic, environmental, biological, and energetic factors (Challa et al., 

1988). Each model should quantitatively describe a component of the cultivation system, generating control 

signals that account for dynamic interactions in the growing environment. Features can be incorporated from 

many domains including hardware specification, real-time weather data, and biological properties of the crop. 

Control decisions should be made in the order of minutes to account for dynamic interactions between subsystems 

(Challa et al., 1988). The simplest lighting control strategies include scheduling, thresholding, and power 

modulation. 

 

Scheduling & Thresholding 

During scheduling control, the DLI requirement, photoperiod, and PPFD target are calculated manually and 

the lights are scheduled to be on accordingly. Scheduling is particularly well suited to crops with a dark 

requirement, when the lights must be off to promote photoperiodic effects. Scheduling is advantageous due to its 

simplicity, without the need for specialized equipment. However, often scheduling simply takes place according 

to a preset time clock which can lead to the wasted addition of electrical light on sunny days or the target DLI not 

being reached on cloudy days. 

 

With threshold control, the lights are automatically turned on if ambient light levels fall below a specified 

PPFD target. Controlling greenhouse lighting with a light sensor enables supplemental lighting to react 
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dynamically to changes in the ambient light environment. If power modulation is not available, intensity is fixed, 

and the fixture height must compensate for the PPFD target at canopy level. Thresholding control can potentially 

miss the PPFD target depending on the light output from the fixture. Depending on the temporal resolution of the 

control program, this imprecision accumulates, resulting in failure to meet the DLI target. When the difference 

between the PPFD threshold and ambient light levels is greater than PPFD from lights at full power, thresholding 

control will overshoot the DLI target (Harbick et al., 2016). When thresholding with HPS lamps, a delay must 

accompany ignition to avoid too many on/off cycles which would result in premature degradation of the fixture. 

LEDs bear the distinct advantage over HID fixtures in that they can be cycled without producing undue wear on 

the fixture. 

 

Rapid Cycling or Power Modulation 

Rapid cycling, or pulse width modulation (PWM), describes a technique of modulating power to a device 

such that the device is cycled between its on and off state extremely rapidly (Tennessen et al., 1995). When power 

to a device is modulated, the proportion of time that the device is powered is called the duty cycle. Low duty 

cycle results in the appearance of the light dimming, when in fact the light is being cycled rapidly between on and 

off states (Pinho, 2013). Equal integral lighting delivered in microsecond pulses did not affect photosynthetic 

efficiency as compared to continuous photon flux, demonstrating that PWM can support photosynthesis 

(Tennessen et al., 1995). Modulating the power to an LED fixture enables the fixture to meet a PPFD threshold 

more precisely. The fixture provides only as much supplemental light as is required to meet the target and no 

more. Compared to scheduling and thresholding, power modulation can significantly increase the efficiency of 

supplemental lighting depending on PPFD target and solar DLI (van Iersel and Gianino, 2017). Precise control 

over light intensity enables a range of control strategies that include balancing tradeoffs between quantum 
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efficiency and electrical efficiency; night-break lighting to affect flowering; and precisely balancing solar and 

supplemental lighting to meet DLI requirements (see Light Intensity & Photoperiod). 

 

Biofeedback 

Biofeedback systems can be used to control supplemental lighting based on photosynthetic efficiency, 

radiation capture efficiency, net assimilation rate, and electron transport rate. Because electricity is expensive, it 

is important to deliver supplemental light only when plants can use it efficiently. Biofeedback systems can be 

used to control light intensity based on photosynthetic efficiency. Van Iersel et al. (2016) used chlorophyll 

fluorescence to modulate light intensity and meet target electron transport rates. Kjaer et al. developed a lighting 

control program dependent on daily photosynthesis integral (DPI) (mmol·CO2·m-2·leaf·day-1). The timing of 

photosynthesis is well understood: primary photochemistry occurs at picosecond to nanosecond speeds; electron 

shuttling between photosystems occurs at microseconds to millisecond speeds; carbon metabolism within the 

chloroplast occurs within seconds, while sucrose metabolism and enzyme activation takes minutes (Tennessen, 

1995). Digital control programs should precisely synchronize supplemental lighting with photosynthesis and plant 

metabolism, yet controlled environments are subject to multiple and dynamic interactions between climatic 

parameters that may complicate phytochemical models of plant growth. For example, carbon assimilation 

generally increases with overall light quantity, yet excess radiation also causes photoinhibition and reduces 

photosynthetic efficiency (Tennessen, 1995). Furthermore, net photosynthesis measured at the leaf level 

(mmol·CO2·m-2 ·leaf-1s-1) may not actually reflect net assimilation rate at the crop level (g of dry mass m-2·day-1) 

(Bugbee, 2016). Further research is needed to appropriately quantify and digitally affect the biological parameters 

of plant growth. 
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Economic Models 

Economic models can provide lighting control signals based on dynamic cost-benefit analysis, breakeven 

intensity values, and crop specific efficacy of supplemental lighting. Crop specific efficacy measures the dollar 

return per mol of PAR delivered (Kubota et al., 2016). A model of crop specific efficacy accepts the following 

parameters: lamp photon efficiency, electricity cost, canopy photon capture efficiency, and heating fuel cost offset 

(Kubota et al., 2016). The breakeven intensity for supplemental lighting is the PPFD value for which the cost of 

delivery equals the return from increased yield (Heuvelink & Challa, 1989). The breakeven light intensity value 

is primarily dependent on CO2 concentration and electricity price, but also on product price, leaf area index, and 

ratio of harvestable product to gross fresh weight (Huevelink & Challa, 1989). Carrier et al. developed algorithmic 

control of supplemental lighting that notably incorporates cost-benefit analysis into lighting decisions. The 

program computes anticipated profit or loss from supplemental lighting as a function of marginal dry weight, 

product price, and the costs of electricity and packaging (Carrier et al., 1994). A source of error arose from the 

fact that food prices may vary faster than it takes a crop to grow, and that electricity prices may vary faster than 

the decision step of a lighting control program. The underlying variance of a model’s independent variables must 

be normalized with respect to each other and its dependent variables. 

 

Lighting & Shading System Implementation (LASSI) 

The Lighting and Shading System Implementation (LASSI) is a lighting control algorithm that consistently 

meets DLI targets, without need for machine learning or weather data (Albright et al., 2000). A series of rules 

makes hourly lighting decisions, based on predicted solar DLI, the potential for supplemental lighting, the season 

and the time of day. The algorithm defers supplemental lighting as much as possible to the off-peak period, 

occurring during the night and early morning when electricity rates are cheaper. The algorithm takes effect by 
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delaying supplemental lighting each day for a number of hours which is determined by the season and the amount 

of insolation occurring to the current time. Delaying the start of supplemental lighting prevents excess lighting 

that may occur during months of greater solar irradiation when cloudy morning hours are followed by sunshine. 

LASSI meets DLI targets more accurately than simple thresholding control, and as a result saves energy while 

maintaining adequate light for growth (Harbick et al., 2016). On days when insolation increases steadily from the 

morning through the afternoon (initially cloudy days that become sunny), supplemental lighting can occur early 

in the day despite the capacity of the sun to meet or exceed the DLI target. In these cases, supplemental lighting 

is unnecessary and can even lead to a shading requirement. One of the primary benefits of greenhouses compared 

to sole source lighting environments is the energy cost offset provided by free solar radiation (Harbick & Albright, 

2016). Supplemental lighting that triggers a shading requirement diminishes this advantage. Seginer et al. (2005) 

modified LASSI to meet a three-day target light integral, which compensates for single-day deficits with excess 

solar radiation from the next two days. The three-day target effectively balanced excess insolation without a 

shading requirement and therefore reduced the need for supplemental lighting. 

 

The current research compares the efficiency of two lighting control strategies, intensity modulation and 

binary off/on. Intensity modulation varies supplemental PPFD, balancing supplemental against ambient light to 

meet an instantaneous PPFD threshold, while binary control switches lights on at full power at much longer time 

steps (ex., every hour). Each strategy is combined with the Lighting & Shade System Implementation (LASSI), 

developed at Cornell University (Albright et al., 2000). The LASSI algorithm strives to meet a target daily light 

integral, making lighting decisions based on expected solar DLI, the potential for supplemental lighting, the 

season and the time of day. The algorithm takes effect by delaying supplemental lighting each day for a number 

of hours determined by the season and the insolation occurring to the current time. Previously, LASSI used binary 

control to account for the long warm-up time and reduction in bulb-life associated with repeated on/off cycles for 
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High Intensity Discharge (HID) fixtures, such as High Pressure Sodium (HPS) which have been traditionally used 

in greenhouse lighting. In this project networked microcontrollers running either a binary or intensity modulation 

control strategy manage LumiGrow 650e LED fixtures. This project lays the groundwork for incorporation of 

additional software into dynamic greenhouse lighting systems. 

Methods 

For the current research, quantum light sensors controlled two Lumigrow 650e LED fixtures via Photon 

microcontrollers (LI190-R, LICOR, Lincoln, NE; Lumigrow, Emeryville, CA; Particle Industries, San Francisco, 

CA). Instantaneous light intensity (µmol· m-2·s-1) was measured with a quantum light sensor (LICOR, Lincoln, 

NE) which was placed below the light fixtures and thus measured combined supplemental and ambient light. The 

microcontrollers were loaded with an adapted version of the Lighting and Shading System Implementation 

(LASSI); the same program was instantiated twice with one critical difference controlling the way the lights are 

powered. Using binary control, the light was always switched on at full power, whereas using modulation control, 

just enough power was supplied to the light to meet a predetermined intensity threshold. As different lighting 

conditions triggered the rules of the LASSI algorithm, the program made decisions about the timing and intensity 

of supplemental light. If the intensity threshold was low, then modulation control compensated by extending the 

photoperiod to meet the DLI target. If the intensity threshold was too high, then modulation control responded 

with a shorter photoperiod. Daily light integral (DLI) was tracked from sunrise to sunrise and used as a critical 

metric of evaluation of each program’s performance. Concurrent observations of binary and modulation lighting 

controls compared the accuracy with which each program met the target daily light integral (DLI).  
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Experimental Design 

Two independent variables varied between treatments, the method of powering the light (binary or 

modulation), and the light intensity threshold (100 – 500 µmol· m-2·s-1). The sampling distribution was the range 

of possible daily light integral (DLI) values occurring for Ithaca, New York, USA in a year. Average DLI values 

in Ithaca during the winter months range from 10-15 mol· m-2·d-1 outdoors, however there are frequent days where 

DLI drops below 10 mol· m-2·d-1 (Korczynski et al., 2002) (NREL). In addition, greenhouse transmissivity is 

often 50-70% so winter DLI can be further limiting. Data was collected during the 34 days between January 7 

and February 9, 2018 at a one second resolution. Matched pairs of samples established a t-interval, measuring the 

difference in accuracy between lighting controls in meeting a target DLI. 

 

Figure 1 

National Solar Resource Database (NSRDB) irradiance dataset for a typical meteorological year in Ithaca, NY. Each black 
circle represents integrated light for one day of the year. The NSRDB data was used to validate this implementation of the 
LASSI algorithm. LEFT: Unadjusted data. Note the normal distribution of sunlight throughout the year, as well as high 
variance, with very cloudy days occurring even in the middle of summer. RIGHT: Data adjusted with LASSI algorithm. 
Supplemental lighting is simulated for all days where DLI falls below the target DLI of 17 µmol· m-2·s-1. The shading 
portion of the algorithm was excluded.  
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The experiment tested five intensity thresholds between 100 – 500 µmol· m-2·s-1 in increments of 100 µmol· 

m-2·s-1. Pseudo-random selection of intensity thresholds occurred daily. Each day, both binary and modulation 

conditions selected the same intensity threshold via the modulus of the date (1-365) and the number of intensity 

thresholds (5). The result was the sequential selection of intensity thresholds on a daily basis. Intensity thresholds 

were not repeated with fewer than 5 days delay. Selection of intensity thresholds in this manner was a pseudo 

random attempt to disrupt confounding effects of contiguous and interdependent weather patterns. This could also 

have been achieved via replication over time and space; however, this was not possible given the logistics of the 

current research. At 42 degrees latitude, both treatments were aligned with the south-facing solar angle, so they 

would experience similar conditions. Blackout curtain separated the conditions to prevent contamination of the 

light environment from the LED fixtures. 

  

Quantum Light Sensors 

A quantum sensor is a photodiode that produces a linear response in microamps to photosynthetic photon flux 

(LICOR, Lincoln, NE). A microcontroller is a small, versatile computer that can be used to receive and log data 

from sensors, transmit data between devices, and control devices with custom software. To adapt the quantum 

sensor to the microcontroller, it was necessary to convert the microamp output of the sensor’s photodiode to the 

appropriate input voltage range of the microcontroller with respect to the maximum expected PPFD. This can be 

achieved using an operational amplifier (OP90; Analog Devices, Norwood, MA). According to Ohm’s law, the 

resistance between an operational amplifier’s input and output determines the output voltage range (Mancini, 

2003). A calibration constant accompanies each quantum sensor from the manufacturer, which compensates for 

normal variance in the sensor’s optical instruments. The calibration constant describes a sensor’s response to a 

known input in microamps per 1000 µmol (Licor, Lincoln, NE). The sensor’s expected response to the maximum 
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possible PPFD can be calculated from its calibration constant (1). The Photon microcontroller accepts input within 

the standard voltage range of 0-3.3V (Particle Industries, San Francisco, CA). Using Ohm’s law, we calculated a 

feedback resistor value that scales the sensor’s maximum expected response in microamps to the maximum input 

voltage for the microcontroller at 3.3V (2) (Phillips & Bond, 1999).  

 

The calibration constant for the quantum sensor used in this experiment was 7.28 µamp per 1000 µmols. The 

quantum sensor’s expected response for a maximum expected PPFD of 2500 µmol· m-2·s-1 was 14.56 microamps. 

A resistor value of approximately 180 kΩ forced the sensor output into the microcontroller’s input voltage range. 

 

Figure 2 

Circuit adapted from Phillips & Bond, 1999. The circuit adapts a LICOR LI-190R quantum light sensor with bear 
leads to a Particle Photon microcontroller. The resistor is sized to the calibration constant specified by the 
manufacturer. An operational amplifier maps the milliamp signal coming from the quantum sensor into a voltage range 
acceptable to the microcontroller.  
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The microcontroller had 12-bit analog read resolution for input values ranging from 0 - 3.3V. A low pass filter 

reduced noise inherent to the signal, and the input voltage range was mapped to the output range of 0 – 2500 

µmols. Both quantum sensors were calibrated against a constant intensity and spectrum, adjusting the output to 

match a third, well-calibrated quantum sensor. 

 

Datalogger & Network Communication Protocols 

The Lighting and Shading System Implementation was set to run locally on each microcontroller. A small 

amount of data could be logged to local memory; however, larger quantities of data had to be logged with 

expanded memory or a networked database. The Photon microcontroller firmware natively supports network 

communication protocols including HTTP and WebSockets. 

 

In conjunction with a webserver, the microcontroller used HTTP to stream and log global horizontal irradiance 

data from the National Solar Resource Database (NSRDB) (NREL, 2018). A conversion factor of 4.57 µmol· m-

2·s-1 per W m-2 can be used to convert PAR between units of irradiance and photon flux density (Thimijan & 

Heins, 1983). Note that this is only accurate for wavelengths between 400-700nm. As LASSI made supplemental 

lighting decisions based on the amount of current insolation and user-defined lighting targets, each rule of the 

algorithm was logged when it was triggered. A histogram of rules triggered allowed the validation of this 

implementation of LASSI, revealing when and why lighting decisions were made. This permitted fine-tuned 

adjustments to the algorithm’s parameters that reduced variance around the DLI target. The dataset had a half-

hour timestep.  
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Finally, the microcontroller used WebSockets to stream and log experimental data from the greenhouse 

environment to a networked database. WebSockets offer a low-latency, real-time communication interface, 

capable of efficiently transmitting data from firmware to a client via a server. Data was logged at a one second 

resolution and visualized on a website (Duffy, 2018). 

  

Figure 3 

A histogram of the rules of the LASSI algorithm triggered by ambient conditions for January of a typical meteorological year.  
Each color corresponds to a different rule of the LASSI algorithm. Note the blue area represents the number of hours the lights were 
on for January. In June, the same figure would have little to no blue area, because sunlight was adequate to meet DLI target. See the 
color coded rules listed below. Both these figures are represented here as they appeared on the website for the project.  
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Web Interface & Data Visualization 

Data visualization for the project was developed as a web-app using Node.js, a JavaScript runtime 

environment. The server is structured using RESTFUL API design and performs data preprocessing before 

serving assets to the client (Narumoto, 2018). Node.js has extensive support for the incorporation of open-source 

packages into a web application. Below is a list of the essential packages used in this project: 

 Bluebird – third-party promise library for synchronous callback execution - 

http://bluebirdjs.com/docs/getting-started.html 

 Bootstrap – responsive frontend webdesign - https://www.npmjs.com/package/bootstrap 

 Browserify – javascript dependency bundler - http://browserify.org/index.html 

 Chai – javascript assertion library - http://www.chaijs.com/ 

 D3.js – extensive javascript data visualization library - https://d3js.org/ 

 Express – web application framework and simple asset server - https://expressjs.com/ 

 Express-ws – websocket integration for express - https://www.npmjs.com/package/express-ws 

 Grunt – javascript task runner, workflow automation - https://gruntjs.com 

 Jquery – clientside javascript integration - https://jquery.com/ 

 Lodash – javascript array manipulation - https://lodash.com/ 

 Mongodb – document oriented database - https://www.mongodb.com/ 

 Mongoose – object modeling for mongodb - http://mongoosejs.com/ 

 Particle-api-js – clientside firmware integration - https://docs.particle.io/reference/javascript/ 

 Particle-cli –firmware command line interface - https://docs.particle.io/reference/cli/ 

 Suncalc – astronomy toolkit for calculating sunrise/sunset - https://www.npmjs.com/package/suncalc 

 Ws – websockets for nodejs - https://www.npmjs.com/package/ws 
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Data Analysis and Interpretation 

. A sample of 14 days were deemed valid for the establishment of a t-interval (see results), which estimates 

the mean difference in accuracy between binary and modulation controls in meeting a DLI target  

(17 mol· m-2·d-1). 

 

Prerequisite to a t-interval, the sample must be random, normal, and independent. It is reasonable to assume 

a degree of independence between non-consecutive days included in the sample. The intensity threshold treatment 

was applied pseudo randomly, such that intensity threshold treatments were repeated every five days. This was 

intended to break dependence between treatments on contiguous weather patterns. The experiment was carried 

out once during the winter months in the northern hemisphere, which limits the degree to which the results can 

be extrapolated to other times of year. However, the need for supplemental lighting in growing environments is 

greater during the winter months, so the effect of increased accuracy of supplemental lighting controls may be 

more impactful during this period. 

 

The relatively small sample size (14) requires examination of the distribution of the differences in accuracy 

between binary and modulation controls in meeting the DLI target. A Jarque-Bera test confirms the distribution 

of the sample is likely normal (p=0.003). The distribution of differences is symmetric with no outliers. 
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Results 

The primary motivation of the current research is to test the hypothesis that modulation control of 

supplemental lighting was more accurate in meeting a DLI target than binary control, and that the increase in 

accuracy can be expressed in quantum units (mol· m-2·d-1) as well as an electricity cost to the grower. 

 
Figure 4 

DLI values for both modulation control (green) and binary control (pink) for 20 days in January and February of 2018. The measured DLI included 
both sunlight and supplemental light in a greenhouse. Note that the days for which modulation control was deficient in meeting the DLI target were 
days where the PPFD target was set so low that the modulation control could not possible meet the DLI target within 24 hours. This demonstrates the 
capacity of modulation control to respond automatically using the LASSI rules as well as to user defined settings.  

 

 
Figure 5 

Light intensity was recorded on a one second interval for 34 days. A single day is presented above for both modulation control (right) and binary 
control (left). Light intensity (pink solid line) and integrated light (green solid line) are shown. The intensity threshold for this day was set to 200 
µmol· m-2·s-1 (blue dashed line). Binary control responded with short duration high intensity lighting, while the modulation control responded with 
low intensity long duration lighting. Both control schema met the DLI target with precision and accuracy.  
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Attributes of the Sample 

The final sample is composed of the sequence of 34 days between January 7 and February 9, 2018, for which 

20 days were excluded, leaving 14 days in sample. Days were excluded pending two conditions. First, days were 

excluded when confounding factors prevented system functioning resulting in only partial data collection, e.g. 

Wi-Fi outages. This occurred a total of 14 times. The microcontrollers used in this experiment rely on Wi-Fi 

connectivity to function normally. Wi-Fi signal in the greenhouse environment was very weak, as growing 

environments are not typically highly networked spaces. Second, days were excluded when the intensity threshold 

was so low that modulation control could not possibly meet the DLI target within 24 hours. This occurred 6 times 

at intensity thresholds less than or equal to 200 µmol· m-2·s-1 for a DLI target of 17 mol· m-2·d-1. Days on which 

modulation control was deficit in meeting the DLI target were excluded from the sample because the intensity 

threshold is a hyperparameter to the algorithm, arbitrarily set by the user. This type of deficit is easily avoidable 

by growers who can set the intensity threshold based on the allowable photoperiod to ensure the DLI is met. The 

deficit does demonstrate the capacity of modulation control to precisely react to intensity settings determined by 

the grower, irrespective of the primary goal of meeting the DLI target. Low intensity thresholds may be 

advantageous given DLI targets lower than 17.0 mol· m-2·d-1, or for specialized applications like night break 

lighting (Runkle & Heins, 2005). After exclusion, there remained a representative sample of each intensity 

threshold (3-5 days) for which there was an even distribution of ambient light conditions (both cloudy and sunny 

days) within the typical DLI range for January in Ithaca (10-15 mol· m-2·d-1) (Korczynski et al., 2002). 
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Figure 6 

The difference in accuracy and precision between binary and modulation control methods is shown. Modulation control was more accurate and 
precise than binary control. Binary control exceeded the DLI target in all cases by a mean deviation of 0.05 mol· m-2·d-1, whereas modulation control 
exceeded the DLI target in most cases by a mean deviation of 0.003 mol· m-2·d-1. The respective means of the binary and modulation conditions are 
stated within a 95% confidence interval as 17.054 +- 0.007 and 17.003 +- 0.002. The mean difference between binary and modulation conditions is 
stated within a 95% confidence interval as 0.051 +- 0.0085.  
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Both modulation and binary controls met the DLI and intensity targets precisely and accurately; 

however, modulation control was more accurate and precise than binary control. Binary control exceeded the 

DLI target in all cases by a mean deviation of 0.05 mol· m-2·d-1, whereas modulation control exceeded the DLI 

target in most cases by a mean deviation of 0.003 mol· m-2·d-1. For a single day, modulation control was deficit 

in meeting the DLI target by 0.008 mol· m-2·d-1. The standard deviation and variance of modulation control 

were an order of magnitude lower than those of binary control. The respective means of the binary and 

modulation conditions are stated within a 95% confidence interval as 17.054 +- 0.007 and 17.003 +- 0.002. The 

mean difference between binary and modulation conditions is stated within a 95% confidence interval as 0.051 

+- 0.0085.  The entire interval of mean difference is positive and non-zero (0.0425, 0.0595), so a plausible 

difference in accuracy exists between the binary and modulation lighting control methods. Overall, both binary 

and modulation controls were very accurate in meeting the DLI target, and the difference between the two 

control methods represents very small differences in DLI. 

  

 Starting with the fundamental fixture efficacy (1.9 µmol / W) as reported by the manufacturer, the 

accuracy of modulation control can be expressed in economic terms via the efficiency of the fixture and the price 

of electricity (3) (4) (5). 

 

The annual cost of precision of supplemental lighting would be $836.57 for a relatively small greenhouse 

of 4 hectares an average rate of $00.10 / kWh. The cost of precision of supplemental lighting would be $20,090.59 

for a relatively large greenhouse of size 40 hectares, at a relatively expensive rate of $00.25 / kWh. 
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Figure 7 

The annualized cost of precision of supplemental lighting control as it varies with the price of electricity and the area under cultivation. The annual 
cost of precision of supplemental lighting would be $836.57 for a relatively small greenhouse of 4 hectares an average rate of $00.10 / kWh. The cost 
of precision of supplemental lighting would be $20,090.59 for a relatively large greenhouse of size 40 hectares, at a relatively expensive rate of $00.25 
/ kWh. 
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Discussion 

The cost of electricity motivates the precise and accurate control of supplemental lighting with respect to 

lighting targets. Assuming fixed electricity prices, low-intensity long duration lighting can be photosynthetically 

and electrically more efficient than high-intensity short duration (Zhen & van Iersel, 2017). However, variable 

electricity rates are commonplace, so dynamic management of intensity and photoperiod is necessary to avoid 

unreasonable costs. The off-peak electricity period, occurring from approximately midnight to dawn, offers 

significantly reduced electricity pricing. As utilities develop the smart-grid, dynamic energy management may 

offer new savings for growers (Clausen et al., 2015). Dynamic control strategies, that prioritize cheaper electricity 

while optimizing for energy when lighting must occur at peak rates, are necessary to carefully manage the cost of 

supplemental lighting. LASSI navigates the boundaries of the off-peak electricity period yet increasing the 

precision of lighting targets can further reduce the cost burden for growers. In the current experiment, the hanging 

height and fixture power determined the intensity of the binary control (approx. 700 µmol· m-2·s-1), which in this 

case exceeded the intensity threshold for all tested values (100 – 500 µmol· m-2·s-1). Compensating for increased 

intensity while striving to meet the DLI target, the binary control reacted with shorter photoperiods, which may 

have decreased the program’s accuracy in meeting the DLI target. The modulation control had lower intensity 

supplemental lighting over longer photoperiods which gave the program more time to anticipate the DLI target. 

 

The difference between the two control strategies was significant but also very small. Binary control met the 

target almost as well as modulation control. However, precision of supplemental lighting control does represent 

some amount of electricity cost to growers. The equations utilized here may facilitate comparison of different 

lighting control strategies in the future. 
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Networking Solutions for Growing Environments 

Real-time analytics and actuation deployed in growing environments requires low latency networking 

solutions. Networked infrastructure may represent a continuous, cumulative cost as data products scale (Jamieson, 

2017). Thus, low-cost hardware solutions of the kind employed in this research are necessary to translate 

evidence-based research into commercial settings. While in this case, network dependent functionality was a 

significant disadvantage,  cloud connected microcontrollers represent the class of networked devices with the 

lowest cost. Running lighting control logic in firmware permits a degree of graceful degradation pending system 

failure. Integration of networked tools and services enables new features and increased computing power 

surpassing that of microcontrollers. Networked devices offer numerous advantages compared to embedded 

systems, including real-time analytic models, remote management, and software-as-a-service business models. 

 

Sources of Error – Future Improvements 

Deficiency in meeting the DLI target on the part of the modulation condition can be explained as an easily 

avoidable effect of the program’s parameters. It was not physically possible for the program to provide enough 

supplemental light when constrained by low intensity targets and the absence of sunlight. Light gradients and 

irregular shading of the sensors by the greenhouse structure caused variation in concurrent conditions between 

treatments. Multiple sensors can be deployed to mitigate these effects. Modulation control still met low intensity 

targets with high accuracy. When combined with greater insolation, modulation control was able to meet the DLI 

target despite low intensity thresholds.  
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Binary control generally met the DLI target very precisely; however because the lamp was on at full power, 

PPFD under binary control was much higher than under modulation control. Depending on the crop, there may 

be diminished benefit to high intensity lighting against a high intensity ambient background. Modulation control 

generally responded with low intensity, long-duration supplemental lighting, which may provide added 

photosynthetic benefit.  

There is much opportunity to combine different control regimes. Combining advanced knowledge of 

photoperiodic effects, photosynthetic efficiency as it responds to intensity, and spectral distribution as it affects 

plant morphology and carbon assimilation. Additionally, there is opportunity to pair lights with different sensors 

in biofeedback loops where biotic conditions of the crop are used to inform lighting decisions.  When 

incorporating different control regimes, care must be taken to weight the inputs appropriately such that optimal 

cultivations conditions are maintained while reducing cost to the grower.  

Conclusion 

While increasing efficiencies in controlled environment crop production is tantamount to reducing the 

embodied energy that goes into food production, the Jevons’ paradox complicates the role of technological 

development. For example, subsurface drip irrigation is an order of magnitude more efficient than flood 

irrigation; however, increased efficiency may spur cultivation of crops with a higher irrigation requirement 

(Sears, 2018). Technologies that increase energy efficiency must also be appropriate for a given context; energy 

efficient HVAC systems powered by fossil energy may not be appropriate in arid climates where passive 

evaporative cooling is cheap and efficient. Simple measures of efficiency bear no indication of the interaction a 

given technology has with the environment at large. Ecosystem level analysis is needed to weigh the costs 
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against the benefits of increasing efficiency in controlled environment agriculture. In this regard 

thermoeconomic analysis is useful. 

 

Exergy is the maximum useful work occurring as systems interact to equilibrium (Bejan et al., 1999). A 

key component of exergetic analysis is that it accounts for interactions between systems and their environments, 

which contextualizes the utility of a technology relative to other technologies and systems. Non-obvious 

bottlenecks in energy flows emerge that may limit system functioning beyond pure thermodynamic 

optimization. Beyond simply minimizing entropy, thermoeconomics accounts for the destruction of exergy, or 

exergetic efficiency (Bejan et al., 1999). Exergetic efficiency informs the development of sustainable 

technologies that are appropriate for a given environment and adhere to basic physical and thermodynamic 

laws. 

From an exergetic perspective, the direct use of sunlight is an agricultural imperative. More exergy is 

destroyed when using photovoltaics, batteries and luminaires built with precious metals sourced with fossil 

fuels. Fundamental efficiencies of each component drive energy conversion losses that limit the fundamental 

system efficacy. Nonetheless, the demand for uninterrupted energy services is high, i.e. the production of food. 

Solar energy is subject to latency, so an opportunity arises to mitigate its daily and annual flux. Supplemental 

lighting in greenhouses can extend the season while taking full advantage of the solar resource. Yields of high-

light crops in the shoulder seasons, made possible with supplemental lighting, may prove essential towards 

increasing annualized yields in the context of fossil fuel scarcity. Similarly, utilities must navigate the daily flux 

in demand for power, and streetlighting at night can help to mitigate the cost of throttling supply (Haider, 2016). 

However, streetlighting at night represents a major energy expense that is largely underutilized and a major 

source of light pollution (Rodrigues et al., 2011). CEA facilities have an opportunity to engage utilities 

regarding demand-response and load-balancing of electricity production. Greenhouses growing day-neutral 
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crops are well positioned to preserve the exergy of electric lighting by producing food for human consumption 

instead of illuminating empty streets at night. There remains a dearth of research that applies exergetic analysis 

to the role of controlled environment agriculture in society.   
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Photos of Experimental Setup 
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Lighting and Shading System Implementation Code (See next page) 






















































